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ABSTRACT

Present developments in the field of materials chemistry show that, though inorganic materials are still the choices for many devices, interest in organic materials are growing day-by-day in view of their adaptability to various kinds of applications. The field of organic molecular materials has transformed the use of materials in the modern world in the last 20 years, and it can be seen that organic molecules provide wonderful opportunities to materials researchers to design custom-tailored materials whose properties at the macroscopic /microscopic level reflect closely to the modeled or actual behavior of individual molecules. In other words, development of novel functional organic materials is a rapidly growing area of science, which probably can replace the traditionally used materials with cheaper and better-performing new ones in the near future, and also bring out some new applications.

In view of the technological applications of the organic materials, the current research focus is in five technical areas, which are (1) Structural and multifunctional materials, (2) Energy and power materials, (3) Photonic and Electronic Materials, (4) Functional organic and hybrid materials, (5) Bio-derived and bio-inspired materials. Among the five main technological thrust areas of the organic materials, the focus of this thesis is on “PHOTONIC AND ELECTRONIC MATERIALS”. In other words, this thesis deals with the computational design of the some efficient molecular materials, which can find applications in the field of nonlinear optics (otherwise known as photonics) and molecular electronics.

This thesis consists of seven chapters in which the first chapter (Chapter I) gives an overview of the fundamental principles and present trends in the field of nonlinear optics (NLO) and molecular electronics, Chapters II, III and IV describes the molecules designed for the applications in the field of nonlinear optics, whereas Chapters V, VI and VII describes the molecular materials designed for molecular electronics.     

Chapter I gives a general overview of the two fundamental topics viz., Nonlinear Optics and Molecular Electronics.
 
In the introduction section to Nonlinear Optics, starting from the definition, origin and history of nonlinear optics, a special emphasis is given to the second order nonlinear optical process. From the various second order nonlinear optical processes, theoretical description and models describing the second harmonic generation (SHG) process are discussed. Finally a comparison between the inorganic and organic NLO materials is made and aim of the present work is discussed. Then, a detailed theoretical evaluation of the first hyperpolarizability, second order NLO effect) have been carried out for some Donor-Bridge-Acceptor (D-B-A) type of molecules and are discussed in the Chapters II, III and IV. 

In the introduction section to the Molecular Electronics, the detailed history, present trend and future activities are discussed. A light is thrown to describe the organic molecules, which can mimic the traditional semiconductor electronic components. As in the basic operation principle of these molecular electronic components is the Electron Transfer process, hence a brief description to this theory is also discussed. Again as the materials are to be used at molecular scale in the devices, hence in the view of the prominent quantum effect at molecular level, the role of frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) and their energy levels in the electron transfer processes are described. In the qualitative treatment in considering the FMOs, it is shown that, at the molecular level the unoccupied frontier molecular orbitals create the channel for electrical conduction through the molecule. In other words it is shown that, how the population distribution of the frontier molecular orbitals decides the molecular behavior as molecular wire or rectifier, for e.g. molecules with fully delocalized LUMO can serve the purpose of molecular wire, where as molecules which can serve the purpose of rectifier are having a pair of unoccupied orbitals LUMO and LUMO+n localized in the acceptor and donor parts respectively. For some molecules, quantitative analyses of the conductance are characterized using first-principle calculations. The details of the molecules and their properties are discussed in Chapter V, VI and VII.    

Chapter II deals with nonlinear optical property evaluations of D-B-A type of zwitterionic organic molecules where the bridge is an aromatic ring. The bridging aromatic rings considered are either a 6-membered (benzene, pyridine, tetrazine, etc.) or a 5-membered ring (pyrrole, thiophene and furan). The molecules considered are, the charged D (phenolate or similar types of electron donors) and A (pyridinium or similar types of electron acceptors) which are connected through various aromatic bridges. The main focus of this work is to establish a structure-property correlation where the conformational interplay exerted by different aromatic bridges and the differential electron densities of the aromatic rings are the main controlling parameters for the NLO activity of the chromophores. Besides the effect of different aromatic bridges on the NLO activity, a detailed computational analysis in accounting the effect of various D/A, effect of extra –NO2 group, increase in bridge length, etc., have also been considered. 

Analyzing the results it is observed that, most of the zwitterionic molecules considered here for the study have large dipole moments and hyperpolarizabilities compared to the traditional D--A type of systems and hence can be treated as a better choice for the poled polymer based device applications. With –NO2 substitution in the acceptor side, the molecules show larger . Besides this, various other effects studied in this chapter are also having significant role in the structure-activity correlation.
 
Chapter III deals with nonlinear optical property calculations of D-B-A type of zwitterionic organic molecules where the bridge is a nonconjugated -bridge. In the other words, the molecules considered in this chapter are nonconjugatively bridged zwitterionic molecules where the -bridges are placed in the charge transfer path between the charged D (phenolate or similar types of electron donors) and A (pyridinium or similar types of electron acceptors) are analyzed for their NLO properties. More particularly, in such a D--A type of zwitterionic molecules, some interesting structure-property correlation study has been carried out in accounting various D/A effects, increase in bridge length effects, effect due to the presence of a hetero atom in the bridge and effect of –NO2 group in the acceptor pyridinium ring, etc.
 
Analysis of the detailed structure-property correlations it is seen that, compared to D--A type of zwitterionic systems, these zwitterionic systems (D--A type) have large hyperpolarizabilities, highly red-shifted absorption and also large ground state dipole moments. Hence these systems can be a better choice of materials for applications in the poled polymer system based NLO devices. Also, it is shown that, exceptionally high values of  can be achieved with suitable chemical modifications of the D and A or by mere substitution of –NO2 group in the acceptor pyridinium ring. Increase in the bridge length between the D and A in the D--A type of zwitterions shows an increase in trend for the . Further analysis in accounting the hetero atom in the bridge, increase in bridge lengths and both are coupled with the effect of –NO2 group also describes a better structure-activity correlationship.

Chapter IV deals with the NLO studies of some D-B-A type of molecules where the bridge is an allenic bridge. These bridges have some interesting features like, break in conjugation due to the presence of mutually orthogonal orbitals and rigid structural feature with asymmetric substitution leading to chirality, which can be utilized for device applications. So, in this chapter, a detailed structure property correlation study has been carried out with the above mentioned molecule in considering various D/A effects, increase in conjugation (inside and out side the allenic bridge) effects, effects due to the presence of hetero atom in the bridge and also some zwitterionic allenes.

	Analysis of the computed results shows that the properties of such a molecule in all respects is an intermediate between the D--A and D--A type of systems with the same D and A. In the case of zwitterionic allenes it is seen that by approaching the ideal allenic structure, the charge transfer properties can be biased from through space type to through bond type and thus an enhancement in the property can be achieved. In view of the chirality associated with these molecules, these molecules are expected to crystallize into a noncentrosymmetric space group and hence ideal for NLO device applications.

Chapter V deals with the effect of various aromatic -bridges on electron transport properties in a D-B-A type of system, where the bridge is either a 6-membered or a 5-membered aromatic ring. In this work, a detailed theoretical analysis of the frontier molecular orbitals has been carried out to understand the nature of electron transport and also to gauge the wire like behavior of these molecules. Comparing with the electron transport characteristic (from IV-characteristic calculation) of a simple ethylene molecule, the abilities of these molecules to behave as molecular wires are predicted. Besides this, for some of these molecules, D/A effects, effects in increasing the conjugation length are also analyzed through the frontier molecular orbital consideration. Finally the comparison of these molecular wires with that of the –CH=CH-, -CC-, etc. bridged molecular wires shows that these molecules have the equivalent potential to serve the purpose of conducting wire in the molecular electronic circuit. 

Chapter VI deals with the electron transport analysis through some D-B-A type of molecules where the cumulenic bridge controls the electron transfer. The study describes both qualitative and quantitative estimations of the conductance abilities of these molecules. From the analysis of qualitative results obtained from the orbital analysis it is observed that, molecules with even number of cumulenic double bonds behave like rectifiers whereas molecules with odd number of double bonds behave like molecular wires. Further analysis of the quantitative IV-characteristic calculations on the model molecules, which are the unsubstituted derivatives of the above molecules show a good agreement for the above behavior. The differential behaviors in these two sets of molecules are attributed to their structural characteristics. The suggested molecular rectifiers in this work can be useful alternates for the earlier suggested D--A type of molecular rectifiers. 

Chapter VII deals with the studies related to the rectifying behaviors of an allenic molecule, which is revealed to be potential rectifier in the previous chapter (Chapter VI). In this section, the rectifying ability of the molecule is quantitatively estimated from the IV-characteristic calculation and the result shows a perfect rectifying behavior for the molecules. In view of the rectifying ability of the D/A substituted allenic molecule (shown above), a further analysis in accounting various other D/A effects, effect due to hetero atom in the bridge etc, have been carried out qualitatively through frontier molecular orbital consideration. Finally the results are compared with the similar types of system where different types of non-conjugated () bridges are used in the electron transfer path.
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